
 

Guidelines for Submitting your Suki Memories and Messages 
 
Please send us a video of yourself addressing one or more of the following prompts: 

—State your name and the years you attended SAB 
—Tell us your favorite Suki memory/anecdote from your time as a student 
—Wish Suki a Happy Anniversary and share a few words in honor of this milestone 
—Tell us how Suki impacted your development as a dancer and person. What did you 
take from her? 
—If you could describe Suki in one word what would it be? (Start your answer “If I 
could describe Suki in one word it would be…”) 
—Do you have a favorite Suki expression or saying? 

The deadline to submit is May 1, 2022. 
Note: By submitting your video(s), you grant permission for SAB to use your footage in this tribute 
video or in other edited video content on SAB’s social media channels or web site.  While we will aim 
to include as many submissions as possible, there is no guarantee your footage will be included in the 
final cut. 

Video Tips 
Please record your video in landscape mode rather than portrait. You can use your phone, 
your computer video camera or another camera if you prefer, but try to frame yourself in the 
shot so you're neither too close or too far from camera. 

A few additional filming tips: 
• Be sure to film in a quiet place with little to no background noise if possible 
• Be aware of your background and try not to have anything too distracting behind you 
• If you can, try to film during the day and face towards a window so your face is lit with 

natural light. If that's not possible, just be sure the space your recording in is bright 
enough so we can see you clearly and you don't have any shadows on your face 

• No matter what, make sure you aren't backlit by avoiding having a window or bright 
source of light directly behind you. 

• Before you hit record, just give your lens a quick clean with a dry soft cloth or lens 
cloth, especially if you are using the selfie feature on your phone. 

Photos 
If you have any candid photos of Suki from your time as a student, please send them along 
for possible inclusion in our tribute video!  Candids of all types are welcome, whether they 
show you or other students posing with Suki at SAB, backstage at Workshop, or at a special 
event. Be sure to include your last name as part of each photo file name so that we can keep 
track of the photo owners. 



Uploading Your Files 
All media you collect including videos and photos can be shared all at once via this link from 
your computer or phone. Drop or add all files you wish to share. In the “Package Options” 
section please include your full name in the “Package Name” to help us keep track of 
submissions. 
https://sabsukimemory.portal.massive.app
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